
Notes from meeting 6th January 2016

 
In attendance    MC GD MW AH DB CT MB DL HP part

 
1   Feedback from Goodwood
 

Any land they wish to develop has to be conditional on us getting the community 
benefit of the new road. We will include Home Farm site as an additional site and at 
the CM (consultation meeting) we need to make it clear that this is only an option 
conditional on the HC site and new road.

 
2  Agreed no changes to SBA until after site allocation agreed.

3   Housing criteria. As we have no detailed plans or drawings the CM needs to identify 
from our policies a design brief to which all development will need to comply.

4  Entry procedure at CM. Need a name and parish address before stars given out to 
ensure only residents vote.

5  Green spaces agreed changes to suggestions made by MC. These will be included 
in the Plan and on show at the CM. 

6              CM issues 

• Need a storyboard about the NP process.
• MC has prepared instruction letter for visitors. Review in light of discussions.
• Tea and coffee after meet and greet, Pat to supply. Volunteers will be sought 

to take care of the refreshments. 
• Housing board should not be the first in line.
• Need chairs by tables.
• Sweets on tables. 
• Process for post meeting voting for site via website max one week. Need to 

ensure parish resident. If users have to register all the better as it gives us a 
database of interest. Geert also has a list of subscribers to his website.

• AH suggested advertising on SpiritFM.
• Need process for visitor’s suggestions.
• If 2 of the major sites tie we could promote both with fewer units. In order to 

indicate this, visitors should share stars and make a comment to this effect. 
We will not promote the full allocation on 2 schemes.

• The smaller sites can have a like or dislike comments sheet of some 
description.

• We will meet at 2:30 on the 14th.
• MC will draft a response to the owners of the village shop as they are 

concerned at the suggestion that the shop should be an Asset of Community 
Value. MC asked the group what the intention was. It was agreed that the 
intent was t have a shop not necessarily in the current location. A policy will 
be added supporting the allocation of and at the community hall for a shop if 
the existing shop ever ceased to trade. 


